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THE CLUB OF CAPE TOWN
CONTRIBUTIONS

If you have any photographs, articles, letters. classifieds or fun stuff,
please send them to me before cut-off which is the 20th of each month. If
you miss this date then your contribution will be carried over to the next
edition. We reserve the right to edit any material submitted for inclusion but
will always endeavour to publish as is. While reasonable precautions are
taken to ensure accuracy, the editor, committee and publisher cannot
accept responsibility for any damages that may arise from incorrect
information.
Stephen Watson - stephenw@live.co.za

ADVERTISERS

Please submit advertising material in A5 landscape layout in PDF format
suitable for high quality digital print reproduction. Advertising space needs
to be booked by the 10th of each month and press-ready artwork
submitted by no later than the 20th of each month.
Request a rate card by contacting:
Stephen Watson - stephenw@live.co.za

Its just another
cold day in Lockdown, personally I
am feeling the fatigue of what can
only be described
as a momentous
year for not all
the right reasons.
We are I am sure
hoping that this
will all be behind
us soon and we

can once again
feel the freedom
we shared before
the virus arrived
on our shores.
Scouring the
Harley community
in Cape Town and
surrounds I have
found a few hidden gems and will
in coming months
include their views

and tips as features that will help
us all keep our
rides in the condition they should
be with a view on
keeping it Local.
I am sure that
many are finally
looking forward to
overnighter and
it is on its way be
sure to book and

not miss out on a
spot. Look forward
to seeing one and
all again in the
near future. keep
the rubber on the
road. Stay safe
Stephen
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www.ballisticuniforms.co.za

A PRECUREMENT SOLUTION FOR GUARDING UNIFORMS,WORKWEAR,CORPORATE WEAR,ACCESSORIES,TWO WAY RADIOS
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CLUB EVENTS
CALENDER 2020

RIDES
PARTIES
OVERNIGHTERS
CLUB RIDES

AFTER
THE CLUB MEETING
1st SUNDAY
CLUB MEETINGS
WEDNESDAY
st OF THE MONTH

1

BANKING DETAILS
NEDBANK
BRANCH CODE - 101109
THE CLUB OF CAPE
TOWN
ACCOUNT NUMBER
1011028670

COMING SOON

Payment of subs, events,
parties etc via EFT into the
above account
or use the credit card
facilities at the clubhouse.
Use your name as
reference on the EFT and
fax proof to 086 697 0200

THE
CLUB
OF CAPE TOWN

MEMBERS PAGE

Membership fees must be paid
before you qualify as a Probationary
Member.
Probationary Members will be
introduced at the next applicable
club meeting, having provided a
head and shoulder picture for the
magazine as well as the
probationary wall, where it will be
displayed for the entire probationary
period.
ALL PROBATIONARY MEMBERS
must thereafter complete
the following:
• 2 Club Events,
• 2 Schedules Club Rides and
• One Overnighter.

CONGRATULATIONS

Please ensure that your
Probationary Members card is
updated with your completed
activities as this will be submitted to
the committee at the approvals
review.
Once approved, you will be
announced as a Full Member at the
next club meeting where you will be
awarded your
Club Colors.

SLOW RIDE HOME

It was around day 90 something of Lockdown and
frankly I am sure I had already utilized my free
pass to almost every cable Network on the internet,
watched every download I could find that was current. Bordering on frustration and not understanding
why in 2020 no one could be making new movies
on demand. I mean really back in the 90s even the
porn industry managed somehow to lockdown their
studios and keep Aids at bay to provide the world
with a steady stream of entertainment. Then just
before treading across the line over to the darker
depths of the internet, why not I was already incarcerated indefinately and free food, friends and the
prospect of social distancing in a prison enviroment
could well spell bliss. The last words uttered by my
Company Director while realying my pending retrenchment and the effects of the looming pandemic
ecoing in my head “people will be committing crime
to get into prison”. The idea soon dismissed I gave
the internet one more peak and heavens I had overlooked something a biker movie and sat down with a
bowl of popcorn and homeade Apple cider, possibly

LOCKDOWN REVIEW

it was the apple cider and its
overwhelming yeast content, no
could it be yes, it was a refreshing movie, yes well no Harleys
and Indians just a movie with
all the ingredients to keep me
from a life of crime and insanity.
Loosely explained it tells the remarkable story of Eight soldiers
of Destiny scooter club in the
USA who get the crazy notion
of travelling across the USA on
scooters taking in some of the
best states, views and roads
you could ask for. The movie is
jam packed with humour, breakdowns, repairs, navigation errors, early mornings, storms and
unbelivable beauty from start to
eventual finish. 3700 miles in
eleven days to realise, well just
because they could and wanted

too. I know many of the members will recognise some of the
route at least and be thrilled by
the memories as scooters wind
hillariously through the tail of the
dragon at break neck speed.
Well maybe it was the Apple
cider but the movie is well worth
a watch and if anything you
will probably get a good idea
of when and where you could
stop for a quick Mcdonald’s on
route if you ever decide to do
the trip with a few friends. A true
inspirational tale of the triumph
of friendship with a little dab of
stupidity in the mix.
Stephen

TECH TIP

These past weeks I had two examples of failed attention to
detail relating to wheel bearings, so I guess it is an important topic to discuss. The first one was on a 1998 Road King
which came in for some major work. Upon going through
what all needed attention I noticed an eaten away rear
brake caliper mount. This turned out to be due to excessive
play from the wheel bearings. Now, on these older models,
tapered needle roller bearings are used and they need
be be set up with the correct preload. This is achieved by
using shims of different thicknesses between two preload
spacers. Upon inspection I discovered that the secondary spacer as well as the shims were completely missing
from the assemblies. The axle nuts were merely nipped up
enough in order for the bearings to not bind... scary stuff
confirmed by the dangerous end play at the rear. Of course
it needed to be rectified.The second case was a customer
complaining about an ABS light staying on. He mentioned
that it was after a tyre change. I had a quick look and immediately noticed that the front tyre’s rotation direction was

TECH TIP

wrong. Further inspection showed that the rim was
installed the wrong way around and the encoded
wheel bearing was on the opposite side of the
wheel speed sensor. The encoded bearing is also
the primary bearing (installed first) which determines wheel offset. Another dangerous scenario on
two levels.
So my ramblings comes down to one thing: Please
make use of trustworthy workshops and fitment
centers, your safety depends on it.
James Mundey

STEVE MOHACSY
My names Steve Mohacsy,
I’ve been painting motorcycles since I was 16, 40years ago. The
first bike I ever painted was my wood work teachers’ at school,
a 1978 Sportster, and I still have the picture ! Originally I painted
album covers onto denim jackets at school, won a few competitions then studied art. Came to South Africa in 81 and worked
for Coke as a signwriter, painting Coke signs all over the Vaal
Triangle for 3 years, then studied graphic design for 3 years
paying my way through Tech by painting bikes and signwriting
shops and signs. After working for various ad agencies i went
freelance and moved to Cape Town in 89, working for S &G
Signs in Paarden Island, In all this time I painted bikes as a hobby up until I started PURE ART in 1998 with Gordon Netherton,
in Waterkant Street above Krog’s. At the end of 2000 I moved
the business to the UK for 5 years servicing 7 Harley dealerships
around the country, doing open days and shows every other
weekend. A hobby that grew into a profession about bikes I love
painting, Harleys. In November 2005 I moved back to Cape Town
and have been here since…. There’s a particular way to paint
Harleys you learn over the years, specific colours go with specific
colours, pin stripe placement, artwork to suit a particular bike
and client, and a standard they set for the bikes they sell. Ap

HARLEY ART
plying airbrushing doesn’t just lend
itself to bikes, helmets, jackets, cars,
golf clubs….whatever you fancy.
Hopefully over the coming months
if anyone has any queries in how to
look after, polish, touch up and care
for their paintwork they can contact me and I’ll be posting tips and
advice on how to treat your bike’s
paint.

Cheers,

Steve Mohacsy.

JULY RIDE 2020
I must confess I did not expect to be
writing a Monthly Ride report not having ridden my bike. The planned route
was as beautiful as I had hoped and
due to the weather, a fabulous drive…
yes you heard me drive. As the weather worsened on Saturday, I made the
call that it would be unsafe to ride in
hollowing winds and driving rain, over
four mountain passes and it seemed
everyone agreed. Determined, as I can
be, I still wanted to follow my route and
so asked others to join if they cared, I
had only one taker, but thank you Ernie
and Lynette.  We set off from our Macassar rendezvous and had a virtually
uninterrupted (robots in sync) journey
via Stellenbosch and Helshoogte Pass,
passing Boschendal Wine Estate and
then onto Franschhoek. We were
treated to plenty of waterfalls and the
occasional idiot driver as we made
our way over the pass towards Theewaterskloof Dam. While we have all

been preserving water in the city the
heavens have been supplying the dam
which stood at what looked higher than
76.4% full, what a great sight. One of
the challenges on a bike when heading
towards Grabouw from the dam is the
threat of sand on the road. In summer I
have encountered southeaster inspired
hillocks on the tar, this time northwester slush in some places very thick and
sticky. My Mini and more importantly
Ernie’s 911 GTS managed to come
through unscathed. The Viljoens Pass
named after the founder (in 1902) of
the Apple industry in the area is a short
but great crossing with one extreme
hairpin bend on the northern side but
interestingly one of the lowest accident
rates, long may that last. If you haven’t
ridden it in a while do yourself a favour.
The landscape on the top of the pass is
currently stark as fires in recent years
have wiped out the forests completely. When we arrived at the N2 I started

THE STORM RIDE 2020
getting messages from members who
had arrived at The Hickory Shack, our
meeting point, only to be told there
was none of the promised red fruit
of the vine available. After a short
sense of humour failure Elsabe and I
arrived to find many happy faces. As
more members arrived the live music
we had arranged (thanks Dougie) got
going and what inevitably happens
happened we had a progressively fantastic time. We missed a few, but were
still over 40. The food and beverages
flowed and so did the second, third
and fourth set of the musicians, ramping it up as the mood become more
and more upbeat. As other patrons
came in and out, we were all singing
along to some of our great biker anthems. Dries and his team in the kitchen and front of house did a sterling job
as the food was outstanding, beverages plentiful and the service with great
smiles. Without having ridden a single

kilometer The Club showed once
again why it is the place to belong.
Thanks to all those who attended and
a special thanks to four Ex Chairs
(Charlie picking up his 20 Year Club
badge), those who picked up their Corona Rally Hoodies and T’s and helped
the club shine. September’s Spring
Ride is not far off, followed by what
promises the double overnighter blast
in Prince Albert. Great riding, stay
safe.

Robert  

ROAD CAPTAIN
ROB FOSTER
0828852980

robert @starip.co.za

SEPTEMBER RIDE 2019

Visit our Factory Shops:
MAITLAND
021 286 4491
Unit B3, The Bridge
Norway Street, Off Voortrekker Road
Maitland

Wholesale Prices Direct to the Public

www.capeaqua.co.za
Follow our Facebook Cape Aqua
Factory Shop page for monthly
specials.
@capeaquafactoryshops

STRAND
021 854 6477
Unit 27, Off Gerber Boulevard
The Gants Centre
Strand
STELLENBOSCH
072 784 7911
75 Bird Street
Stellenbosch

HARLEY VS INDIAN
In motorcycle brand history,
the two iconic legends of all
time are Indian Motorcycle and
Harley-Davidson. Both have
amazing motorcycles, motorcycle riding gear, you name it.
Put them on the track together,
and you’ve got the battle of
the century. Are Harleys or are
Indians better?

legend was about to take off.
The company sold Indians to
the public starting in 1902. A
single-cylinder engine boosted sales, followed by a street
V-twin that Indian refined into a
side-valve V-twin powerhouse
racing bike. In just a few short
years, Indian’s fame made
it the world’s top motorcycle
manufacturer.

The Classic Indian

In an ill-fated move, the company sold most of its Powerplus
units to the U.S. for military use
in World War I, leaving a large
gap in the public market.

Indian is the proud owner of
the title America’s original
motorcycle. The first chain-driven Indian prototype rolled out
during 1901 in Springfield,
Massachusetts. An American

Harley-Davidson Thrashes
the Gap

INDIAN VS HARLEY
Harley-Davidson was born in a tiny
shed in Milwaukee, Wisconsin a few
years after Indian’s first motorcycle.
William Harley and brothers Walter
and Arthur Davidson joined forces
to realize their dream. After several
false starts, they finally sold a bike in
1903. The three friends incorporated
in 1907 and continued to expand
design and production. Over the
years, Harley-Davidson built and
improved their products, but they
had yet to break Indian’s hold over
the market. They were primed and
ready. Other entrepreneurs filled the
post-war motorcycle demand; the big
claim jumper was Harley-Davidson
who eclipsed Indian’s first-place U.S.
standing and won over American
hearts. When Indian shipped the ma-

jority of their bikes overseas during
the war, they handed Harley the keys
to the kingdom. Unfortunately, Indian
did not recover its financial advantage. The company went through
several owners until original production shut down when the latest owner
went bankrupt. With all the changes
in Indian’s brand name ownership
and production attempts, teasing
out who owns Indian motorcycles is
difficult. Polaris solved the problem
by purchasing Indian in 2011 and
is today’s current owner. Since the
Polaris acquisition, Indian popularity
is smoking the tires. This time, Indian
Motorcycle has found a stable home.
Polaris Industries not only builds
motorcycles, but it also produces
almost any vehicle in the sports line

HARLEY VS INDIAN
you can name. Polaris also
designs stellar equipment
for the United States military
through its Polaris Defense
division. Polaris designed
and produced the DAGOR A1
units, U.S. Special Operations
Command vehicles that can
be configured into 48 different
weapons as well as provide
transportation. Polaris has the
engineers, the equipment and
the production plants to make
the Indian Motorcycle brand
state-of-the-art impressive.
Where are Indian motorcycles
made? After Polaris Industries
acquired Indian Motorcycle,
production moved to Spirit
Lake, Iowa and the newly
designed Indian cycles were

available in 2013. Wisely,
Polaris styled the new Indian
with a dash of retro. Currently,
Indian Motorcycle production
boasts ten models, including
an electric Indian motorcycle.
Hard Rides to Reality
Harley-Davidson followed
Polaris by treading some
murky business water. When
the company was bought out,
their reputation took a slam.
The new heads unwisely cut
the workforce and quality
slipped badly. The public, unimpressed with the new crop
of Harleys, nicknamed them

HARLEY VS INDIAN
“hogs” and the owners sold the
crippled company. The new
owners, rather than compete
with Japanese motorcycles,
went totally retro, bringing back
all of the feel, look and mods
from the early days of Harley-Davidson owners. They lost
the cheap parts and improved
quality until Harley-Davidson
finally lured back a slow but
steady stream of buyers. The
company survived a bad run
of corporate mismanagement,
employee strikes, and financial
restructuring.
Today, Harley buyers in younger age groups have fallen
significantly. The Harley image
makers are rebranding Harley
motorcycles as macho, with

attitude, while emphasizing the
motorcycle’s dark side, in contrast to other brands’ respectable rider imaging.
After enjoying a peak of success during the past decade,
Harley is on a downward slide.
Its market share has gone
over the cliff, and the decline in
sales continues. Some believe
the reason why Harley-Davidson is losing riders comes
down to boomers aging out of
the market combined with indifference from millennials toward
motorcycles.
Hoping to spike millennial interest, Harley-Davidson is coming
out with electric motorcycles.
The problem is that its image is

HARLEY VS INDIAN
solidly fuel-driven speed, blasting
noise and a bad-boy image that
is so ingrained, millennials who
decide to buy electric bikes would
more likely shop a brand name
they associate with environmental
responsibility.
Stack Up the Stats
If you had to rate Indian motorcycles vs Harley-Davidson bikes,
how do you analyze performance
and style? Indian is a performance
contender, and there’s very little
downside here. Primary drive gear
on the Indian Chieftain uses three
cams to Harley’s chain drive with
two cams. The Chieftain is easier to start due to exhaust cam

valve lifters, while a conventional
swing arm and a mono-shock
rear work well. A cool feature is
that the bike frame is designed
to pull air-intake through a frontframe hole, jetting air through
the body and out a side air filter. Indian bikes have had some
recall issues, but with a parent
company like Polaris, any minor
annoyances can be worked out.
With a 111- cubic-inch engine, the
Chieftain’s Thunder Stroke V-Twin
with 49-degree spread allows a lot
of torque and easy passing. The
bike is responsive with a surprisingly good pick-up for its size. The
motor runs the transfer case and
hydraulic valves, so it’s a single
fluid change. Nice! Curve-riding
stability is excellent. For road trips,

HARLEY VS INDIAN
the power windshield is a huge bonus. Topping
off the ride, you have GPS, and a stereo system
mounted on the handlebars. There’s a gorgeous
infotainment system touch-screen behind the
fairing. The body may look retro, but the insides
are all high-tech and ready to cruise. A Harley
Street Glide is trustworthy and reliable. And yes,
it has that Harley street swagger. The exterior
style is dominant, unapologetic retro but inside
front to back, the technology is space-age. The
Street Glide’s Milwaukee-Eight engine is a fourvalve, V-twin with 107 cubic-inches and a 45
degree V-twin spread. The linked braking system
gives simultaneous operation with a foot pedal.
The windscreen is subpar for highway protection but works nicely for city rides. The baggers
are oversized, which may be a tight squeeze
in heavy town traffic. If you want nothing but
the best, Harley-Davidson delivers. The finish
on these bikes is a work of art — well-placed
chrome sparkles. If you like riding on the dark

side, you can opt for matt Gunship Gray. No one
does sinister better than Harley.Bottom line, both
these bikes are worthy. The art and technology
have been thrown in until there’s nothing left to
add—except you behind the sassy fairing.
Google

AUGUST BIRTHDAYS
Surname
DOHRMANN
VOS
GREEF
MARX
DESSIPRIS
STRYDOM
KNUTSEN

First name
BIRTHDAYS
IN AUGUST

PIERRE
HILTON
WERNER
SHAWN
NORMAN
TERSIA
TONY
ROBERT
JACQUES
JET
RODNEY
VICTORIA
MIKE
ALANA
TRACY
MIRIAM

GROENINX VAN ZOELEN
HATTINGH
PIETERS
FORD
FORD
VAN VUUREN
HODGSON
GERARD
MOORE

Day
1
2
5
8
13
16
17
19
23
23
23
23
23
24
27
28

SEPTEMBER BIRTHDAYS
First name
Day
BIRTHDAYS
INSurname
SEPTEMBER
COLIN
PLIT
4
PHILIP
GOODSON
6
MANDY
HANDEL
7
KEITH
HANSEN
10
SANTA
BADENHORST
11
STEPHEN
WATSON
11
ALLEN
VILLIERS
13
ALEXANDRE
MONAT
15
NICKY
FUGGLE
19
MICHAEL
ERNER
21
PIERRE
BURGER
23
CHRISLENE
SMITH
25

FROM THE
CHAIRMAN

CHAIRMAN
RICHARD WHITEHEAD
0832746834

richard@multibev.co.za

Unbelievably we go into month 5 of some form of
lock down. Our economy is in tatters and we continue to try and make sense of some of the laws and
regulations that govern us at this time. People continue to face economic hardship for no logical reasons. It is just so very sad that so many have been
marginalised whilst others profit in excess plundering
the State Coffers with ruthless enthusiasm. One can
only hope that the inevitable social uprising happens
sooner than later. This past Sunday produced yet
another epic Club event in the form of a very cold
and wet luncheon at the Hickory Shack just outside
Grabouw. It was great to feel normal again, even
if forced to go by car, and enjoy a very fine afternoon in great company, great food and cleansing
beverages, a warm fire and an amazing duo in the
form of Justin and Brian who rocked our socks off.
Whilst the Club contributed to 50% of their cost for

FROM THE
CHAIRMAN
the day, I was overwhelmed by
the generosity of the members
who contributed over and above.
Generosity certainly being one of
our most endearing qualities as a
Club over the years. Well done to
Rob and Deon for making it happen for us. Congratulations to
those who got long membership
awards. With local tourism now
allowed we can confirm that the
Chairman’s Double Overnighter
scheduled for the 25th and 26th
September will most definitely
take place and we have already
started selling beds at R1950
pp. This includes dinner bed and
breakfast both nights, music on

CHAIRMAN
RICHARD WHITEHEAD
0832746834

richard@multibev.co.za

the Friday night and a spit braai.
You will also get a commemorative garment of some sorts
depending on what is available
at the time. Please don’t leave it
till the last minute to book as we
have already sold half of the 45
beds available. There is also a
great ride planned on the Friday
to get us there and a great ride
with a lunch planned for the Saturday. With the relaxed tourism
and restaurant laws and hopefully the abolishment of the present
curfew in the coming weeks, we
are ever hopeful of convening a
Club meeting for the 2nd September. We will have to wait for

the next very long awaited address from our President before
we can confirm for sure. Please
however put the date in your diary. The same would apply to our
AGM. As soon as we can have a
meeting we will more than likely
have to combine them both to
responsibly limit Club activity to
as few meetings as possible.
One thing we can confirm for
definite will be our Club ride on
the 6th September. Our past 3
rides have been enormously successful and we see no reason
for the 4th not to be as good or
better given it will be our Spring
Ride. We once again remind all

FROM THE
CHAIRMAN
that these rides are 100% at your own
discretion and no one is by any means
forced to attend for whatever reason.
We are in the planning stages for a
year end overnighter at the Houwhoek
Inn for the 28th November as well as
a yearend function at a local venue on
the 12th December. Details still to be
confirmed but save the dates as these
events will be happening. I would also
like to thank our committee for the
on-going work they continually put
in behind the scenes to make things
happen under present circumstances. I feel quite sad that given the 5
months of lockdown they have had
to operate under, they have not been

CHAIRMAN
RICHARD WHITEHEAD
0832746834

richard@multibev.co.za

able to give to the present roles they
serve under, their full effort and potential. In reality we have 3 active months
left of 2020 and February of 2021 left
as December and January traditionally
very quiet. So if lockdown were lifted
tomorrow at the very best they would
serve 4 active months of their term. I
would also like to thank Stephen for
the effort he puts into our monthly
magazine even in digital form. We
will most certainly ensure that most of
the Lock down magazine issues are
brought to print in a Commemorative
Annual to remember this extraordinary
year in the Club and the Worlds history. In closing I would like to wish all

FROM THE
CHAIRMAN

our members well and to thank them for their on-going
support of the Club and its committee. It remains an
absolute privilege to serve as your Chairman. We wish
all members and their friends and families negatively
affected by the Covid 19 Pandemic, be it in health or
wealth, every strength so see it through to a positive
ending. Our thoughts and best wishes are with you all.
Till we meet again, try and ride as much as possible
and take time to smell the roses.
Rich

CHAIRMAN
RICHARD WHITEHEAD
0832746834

richard@multibev.co.za

DownTown SA
WORKSHOP

SPECIALISING IN HARLEY - DAVIDSON MOTORCYCLES

Contact Alex or Mandy • Tel: 021 - 555 0779 • Cell: 082 8548 102 • E.mail: sales@downtownsa.co.za

www.downtownsa.co.za

